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“In the Midst of Chaos, There is Also Opportunity.” 

-Sun Tzu 
 

 

Almost exactly two years ago we faced a multitude of concerns that led to the fastest market falls 
in a century. At that time, the highest Covid death rates were being reported, unemployment was 
hitting massive record levels, economic lockdowns were taking hold all over the world, and 
economists were declaring us to be in recession. Yet through all of that negative sentiment, many 
equity markets were somehow able to pick themselves up and go on to hit all-time highs in less 
than one year from the depths of the sell-off.  
Today, we face similar market uncertainties, albeit for different reasons. This time around, we 
have concerns about inflation and the Central Bank response to it. On top of that, we now have 
the conflict in Ukraine together with renewed lockdowns in parts of China. 
 
Chaos 
 
To suggest that the opening quarter of the year has been an eventful one for investors could 
almost be considered an understatement. There’s been the first hostile invasion of another 
territory in Europe in over 75 years, provoking the most significant European humanitarian crisis 
since 1945 and forcing all countries to reassess their geopolitical priorities. We also have the most 
pronounced inflation since the early 1980s and many Central Banks moving in a correspondingly 
more hawkish direction. In addition, coronavirus – the major concern for many of the last two 
years – has still not fully disappeared. Such an unappetising combination of factors inevitably has 
created a challenging backdrop. Overall, this is probably the worst macro set up we have seen in 
some time. Undoubtedly, the recent reset has made valuation levels more compelling, but the 
outlook remains clouded with uncertainties. And, we haven’t even begun to talk about the 
possibility of stagflation yet… 
 
What we may currently be witnessing is the bursting of the everything bubble, or an end to the 
massive uptrend in large cap growth (versus value); an exodus from the most crowded areas of 
the market. While the causes of this phenomenon might be multiple, there is no doubting that 
there has been a massive pivot on the part of the Federal Reserve. Consider that only three 
months ago, no member of the Fed’s Open Market (or rate-setting) Committee thought rates 
could go beyond 2.25% by the end of next year. Now, almost all of them think rates will go at least 
to that level and some as high as 3.75%. This is arguably the biggest shift from one meeting to the 
next in the decade that the Fed has been sharing the dot plots.  Investors have not had to contend 
with a more hawkish Fed for quite some time. Indeed, many have no experience of a 
world without falling rates.  
 
The clear messaging from the Fed is that it will take the “necessary steps” to get inflation under 
control. 1.75% in interest rate hikes for the US are currently being priced in for 2022, be it in a 
series of 0.25% increments or a mix of 0.25% and 0.50% rises. We have no doubt that the Fed’s 
priority seems to be to fight inflation at any cost. The major worry is that such an approach – if the 
Fed digs in to fight inflation – might trigger a recession. An inverting yield curve (i.e. where short 
rates are above long rates) is perhaps most indicative of investors’ conclusion: that the Fed is 
making a mistake in its policy; that it has gone (or will go) too far. The 30-year/5-year Treasury 
curve inverted towards the end of the March for the first time since 2006. As of the time of 
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writing, neither the more-watched 10-year/2-year nor 10-year/3-month curve has inverted yet, 
although it may only be a matter of time.  
 
Of course, even if the ‘this time is different’ argument can be deployed (owing to the last decade 
and more of unconventional monetary policy and the unprecedented nature of the coronavirus 
pandemic), we shouldn’t discount the predictive ability of the inverting yield curve. The Fed’s 
hope remains that it can engineer a soft-landing. Listen to Jerome Powell’s optimism: the US “can 
handle” tighter monetary policy and avoid a recession. Sceptics might justifiably respond by 
suggesting that perhaps the Fed doesn’t have a clue, given its recent major shift and the 
dissension that is evident among its members over the future direction of policy. 
 
Regardless, it’s hard to ignore that yields all along of the curve are markedly higher than they 
were pre-pandemic. 10 year US Treasuries currently stand at 2.34%, a huge shift from the 1.82% 
level recorded at the start of March. It’s also abundantly clear that virtually every measure of 
inflation is still rising. The last recorded US print of 7.9% (up 40 basis points month-on-month) is 
the highest since January 1982. Core inflation accelerated at a faster pace, to 6.2%, while the 
Atlanta Fed’s most recent reading of ‘sticky’ inflation stands at an uncomfortable 6.5%. Further, 
five year US inflation break-evens (a good proxy for future inflation) are at their highest in 20 
years. Longer-term expectations, looking out over 10 years, have broken above 3% for the first 
time. In Europe, inflation is at its highest in eight years and even Japan is recording its strongest 
prints since 2018. To his (very minor) credit, Jerome Powell does seem to recognise that the story 
of inflation peaking later this year has “fallen apart.” 
 
The good news is that GDP growth for now looks fine, particularly given the health of the US jobs 
market (rising wages and participation rates). However, it is hard to ignore the fact that higher 
inflation will eat into consumer disposable incomes and hence could trigger a slowdown in 
economic activity. It is also worth considering that inverted yields curves may do more 
than signal recessions; they may also cause them. Financial institutions will naturally be less 
willing to lend when short rates are higher than long ones, which could precipitate economic 
contraction. Other factors of concern include US home sales down more than 20% year-on-year 
(an indicator which often portends recession) and evidence that credit spreads are widening, in 
both the US and Europe. 
 
There is also the more structural worry of what’s happening in Ukraine. Think of Russia’s invasion 
as a significant and potentially permanent blow to the globalisation of capital, not to mention the 
major refugee crisis it has triggered. What we are arguably seeing emerge is a tripolar world, 
where the objectives of the United States, Russia and China will likely differ markedly. At the very 
least, there has been a collapse in global trust and, at worst, there is the potential for an 
(inflationary) arms race.   
 
In the nearer term, the invasion of Ukraine is unleashing the biggest commodity price shock since 
1973. Although Russia may only account for 2% of the world’s GDP, it is a leading global producer 
of oil, natural gas, industrial metals, wheat and fertilisers, with global shares of at least 10% in all 
categories. An overall index of world commodity prices is now more than 25% higher than at the 
start of the year (all data per Reuters). Supply chains almost everywhere were already pressured 
and have yet to recover fully post-pandemic. The ratchet has now turned higher. Little wonder 
then that global inflation is running at 7%. Almost every forecasting agency has responded to this 
dynamic by cutting its 2022 and 2023 GDP growth estimates. High energy and commodity prices 
will work to slow down the economy. Against this background, tightening monetary policy into an 
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economic deterioration is unlikely to be a good outcome. It may be too early to talk about 
stagflation, but the world is set to be entering a period of above-trend inflation and below-trend 
growth. 
 
However, there are clear reasons for optimism. Equity markets around the world have rebounded 
strongly in the last month and are comfortably higher than pre-invasion levels. Fixed income 
investors, of course, have not been so fortunate. To the extent that the Fed has done its job 
properly, then it has been in convincing investors that it is serious about tackling inflation. Relative 
certainty over the course of Central Bank action can be considered a good outcome from an 
equity perspective. If real yields are negative while inflation is rising, then equities clearly also 
provide a cheaper hedge (or will lose relatively less value) than conventional fixed income. 
Meanwhile, with some 30% of the S&P 500 Index and over 50% of the NASDAQ Composite Index 
having reached correction territory during the past month (pre- the market’s bounce), it would be 
fair to contend that previous bubbles now look considerably less pronounced. Peace or even a 
‘grey swan’ event such as a coup in Russia and the deposition of Vladimir Putin would bring 
considerable relief, but it probably won’t cure inflationary concerns.   
 
Losing Credibility 
 
Recently, we read a speech by ECB head Christine Lagarde. We wouldn’t recommend it. In it she 
lays all the blame for inflation at the door of the war in Ukraine. For example, this is just plain 
obfuscation of the facts: “The economic impact of the war is best captured by what economists 
call a 'supply shock', which is a shock that simultaneously pushes up inflation and reduces 
growth… How much inflation rises and growth slows will ultimately hinge on how the conflict and 
sanctions evolve.”  
 
The supply shock and demand imbalance was already there prior to the war as a result of bad 
Covid policies that were made worse by not rescinding them swiftly enough – indeed barely has 
the ECB done anything except signal it will wind up asset purchases this year. Meanwhile they, the 
ECB, are still pouring fuel onto the fire by buying bonds and rates are still negative. On what 
planet can she make statements like this and be taken seriously:  
 
“First, optionality means that we are prepared to react to a range of scenarios, and the course we 
take will depend on the incoming data… Second, gradualism means that we will move carefully 
and adjust our policy as we receive feedback on our actions. Any adjustments to the key ECB 
interest rates will take place some time after the end of our net purchases under the APP and will 
be gradual.”  
 
So, the ECB plans to do "whatever it takes" but "gradualism" will apply to ensure "optionality"... 
utter nonsense. There is only one course of action, and it needed to be done yesterday.  
 
Meanwhile German inflation is going through the roof, rising to its highest since 1981, and Berlin 
is implementing emergency energy policies to stem demand for gas (by asking the people to use 
less rather than confronting their evidently-failed decade-long energy policy). German CPI rose to 
7.3 per cent in March, against expectations of 6.2 per cent, and up from 5.1 per cent in Feb.  
 
There was also a speech by Ben Broadbent, deputy governor of the Bank of England, who said 
there is value in forward guidance as long as it’s clear. Communication from the Bank of England 
has been anything but clear lately. We hope this presages a change. 
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More on Russia 
 
What if instead of measuring the size of your economy based on make-believe stuff like Zoom and 
Netflix, you value your economy on actual hard assets, like nickel, palladium or wheat? Or oil... 
then Russia as the 12th largest economy becomes more like the 2nd or 3rd most systemically 
important nation to the global economy. Russia accounts for roughly 11 per cent of global oil 
supply, 17 per cent of global natural gas supply, 11 per cent of global wheat production and a 
tenth of industrial metals production. Are markets even close to pricing in the total collapse of the 
world’s 12th largest economy? Are they close to pricing for gigantic commodity inflation? 
 

 
 
So, while the West was distracted by unprofitable tech, Russia was getting on with being a bit of a 
powerhouse in terms of producing the actual stuff that people actually need. This matters now 
because the West is cutting off all this supply, and it doesn’t have a ready replacement. And so, 
when people say Russia’s economy is tiny, ‘it doesn’t matter’, they miss the point that it was tiny 
compared to some la-la-land way of looking at how much stuff is ‘worth’. In a world when hard 
assets are king, Russia has some aces. But it needs to deploy them, and that is getting harder and 
harder. All the while, the rest of the World scrambles to get its hands on the remaining, and ever 
more scarce, supplies. 
 
 
A Bit on China 
 
On Wednesday, 30th March, Chinese stocks enjoyed their strongest one-day rally since 2008 after 
China’s State Council pledged to support the market. The Hang Seng China Enterprises Index, 
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which tracks mainland companies listed in Hong Kong, rose 12.5%, its biggest gain since the global 
financial crisis. The main Hang Seng Index gained 9.1%, and China’s CSI 300 rallied 4.3%. 
 
The rally in China followed a report by the official Xinhua news agency, citing Vice Premier Liu He, 
that Beijing will keep the stock market stable and support overseas share listings, and that the 
tech regulatory crackdown would end soon. 
 
The State Council’s promise of market support sought to address all the key pressure points that 
have undermined sentiment in the past year: tech regulation, the threat of ADR delistings, and the 
economic slowdown. The promise of support reinforces our belief that Beijing will pursue policies 
to stabilize economic growth this year. The recent National People’s Congress announced a 
relatively ambitious growth target of “around 5.5%” for 2022. It also pledged to step up policy 
support with more proactive and countercyclical measures, including increasing fiscal spending by 
8.4% in 2022.  
 
This reinforces our view that Chinese equities, particularly those in technology, are attractively 
valued for the patient investor.  
 
Opportunity 
 
Some see the dawn of a new era. Others think the post-war order in Europe has just crumbled to 
dust. In any case, the past weeks have seen one of the biggest geopolitical escalations in decades. 
To put an objective measure on it: the latest jump in policy uncertainty has reached the highest 
levels since the September 11 attacks in 2001 and the Kuwait invasion in 1990 (per Julius Baer 
Research). Yet the lessons of past big geopolitical stand-offs are quite sobering for investors. What 
looked like the end of the world at the time turned out to be a buying opportunity in hindsight: 
investors garnered double-digit returns, on average, with positive returns in the subsequent 12 
months after the peak of the crisis. Returns were positive in 75% of the cases.  
 
Please refer to the attached presentation from First Trust Global Portfolios Management Limited 
that puts into perspective market performance following a variety of crises including those 
involving armed conflict. It clearly demonstrates that despite it being “darkest before dawn” – the 
original title of this piece – those with the fortitude to hold their nerve often subsequently do 
well.  
 
Of course, the towering question remains whether ‘this time is different’. It is always tempting to 
think so when stuck in the middle of ever-changing situations during a crisis. Yet so far, the 
answer has almost always been ‘no’. This would mean that the crisis will abate eventually and 
markets will go back to normal. It is important to note that this does not mean that the crisis by 
itself will be off the map anytime soon. In fact, in many instances, geopolitical conflicts that trigger 
landmark crises have lingered on for months, if not years. Yet markets moved on and stopped 
pricing a disruptive threat to the economy and financial assets rather quickly.  
  
But, of course, no one should take this question lightly, especially if nuclear threats are involved. 
And after early incidents, the current crisis has that particular feature. Given the severity of the 
repercussions, there is an immense time pressure on the involved parties to resolve the conflict – 
for good or bad. This leaves major room for tumultuous twists and turns. But overall, we continue 
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to advocate that these situations are impossible to time and are thus best met with a balanced 
investment stance, albeit with quality bias. 
 
Epilogue 
 
Just as we were wrapping up this quarter’s missive, we came across the piece below, also from 
First Trust Global Portfolios Management Limited (we use several of their funds for some of our 
clients). We reproduce it below as, not only does it succinctly summarise the seemingly default 
government and central bank policy response to any crisis over the last 15-odd years, but also 
provides a nice lead-in to our satirical quip.  
 
We Are All Keynesians Now. Published 04 April 2022 
Intellectuals and politicians often try to verbally summarize or justify conventional thinking in 
pithy ways. Milton Friedman (in 1965) and Richard Nixon (in 1971) both said different versions of 
the phrase “we are all Keynesians now.”  
 
John Maynard Keynes, one of the most famous economists of all time, supported deficit spending 
and government manipulation of economic activity. Friedman and Nixon were describing the 
thoughts behind the implementation of Great Society redistribution programs and an inflationary 
monetary policy designed to offset the cost of those programs.  
 
If economic policy was Keynesian in the 1960s and 1970s, as policymakers stopped believing in 
free markets, we are certainly all Keynesians now. COVID spending and monetary policy are a 
clear continuation of this economic thinking.  
 
It all began in 2008, when the Bush and Obama Administration combined spent $1.5 trillion of 
taxpayer money to “rescue” the economy and the Federal Reserve started Quantitative Easing. 
That blueprint of policy response to the Panic of 2008 was used to respond to COVID shutdowns. 
This time the Federal Government borrowed at least $5 trillion to spend and the Fed increased its 
balance sheet by over $4.5 trillion.  
 
As a result of the Keynesian policies of the 1970s, the U.S. experienced stagflation (slow growth 
and high inflation) – with both unemployment and inflation peaking in the double digits. Right 
now, inflation is 7.9% and the unemployment rate is 3.6%. So while inflation is clearly here, signs 
of stagflation are harder to find.  
 
That doesn’t mean economic growth isn’t being impacted. There are multiple forces to analyse 
and untangle to understand everything that lockdowns and government largesse have done.  
 
First, the US economy was artificially boosted by borrowing money and distributing it through PPP 
loans and pandemic benefits. Case in point, retail sales are up 25.2% between February 2020 and 
February 2022, while industrial production is up just 2.3%, and the US has 1.6 million fewer jobs 
than it did pre-lockdown. The good news is that unlike the Great Society programs, the spending 
done in response to the Financial Crisis and COVID-19 are not all permanent increases in 
entitlements. Some of our COVID response spending is likely to be permanent, but not all of it.  
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Second, the M2 money supply has increased more than 40% since February 2020, as the Fed 
renewed QE and monetized deficit spending. In other words, a great deal of that spending was 
paid for out of thin air.  
 
The impact of these policies was like giving morphine to an accident victim. The economy was 
dramatically damaged by the lockdowns, but the morphine masked the pain. All that pain-killer 
stimulus boosted sales and profits. This year, without new spending legislation and as the Fed 
starts to reverse course, the economy will lose its morphine drip.  
 
On the surface, this suggests that the economy could be in trouble…and with the 2-year Treasury 
yield now above the 10-year Treasury yield (an inverted yield curve), many think the US faces a 
recession this year.  
 
But this ignores the impact of the third factor in play – the reopening of the economy. It is clear, 
at least to us, that very generous pandemic unemployment benefits had a massive impact on 
employment. In fact, the “Great Resignation” (people just dropping out of the workforce) had a 
lot to do with these benefits. While it was never the case, many thought the Build Back Better 
spending bill would keep the checks coming. Now that BBB appears dead, those people are 
heading back to work. In the first three months of 2022, 1.69 million jobs have been filled. This 
year will likely total 4 million jobs, or more.  
 
So, even though the Fed will be lifting rates and Keynesian deficits will be smaller, the economy 
will expand in 2022 and profits should continue to rise. Unfortunately, our forecast is that real 
GDP growth will remain under 3%, while inflation remains over 5%. This is reminiscent of the 
1970s, and once the reopening from lockdowns is over, the full impact of these policies will be 
felt.  
 
The inversion in the yield curve suggests the bond market thinks that if the Fed lifts short-term 
rates to 3% or so, it will be forced to cut rates again. This may be true, but we think inflation will 
prove a more persistent problem than the Fed or the bond market have priced in.  
 
The US is now stuck in a Keynesian dilemma of its own making. The way out is to cut spending, cut 
tax rates, cut regulation, and tighten money enough to stop inflation. Because in the end, 
Keynesian policies don’t create wealth…free and open markets do. 
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This Quarter’s Satire 
 

 
 
We wonder if this is the source of inspiration for policymakers..? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Please find on the next pages the Economic Data Tables. 
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Economic Data Table 
April 2022  

Stock Markets Month Q1 22 YTD GDP 
YoY 

Interest 
Rates 

Inflation 
Rate 

United States 3.58% -4.95% -4.95% 5.50% 0.50% 7.90% 

Euro Area -0.55% -9.21% -9.21% 4.60% 0.00% 5.90% 

Germany -0.38% -9.55% -9.55% 1.80% 0.00% 7.30% 

France 0.02% -6.89% -6.89% 5.40% 0.00% 4.50% 

Italy -1.55% -8.50% -8.50% 6.20% 0.00% 6.70% 

Spain -0.40% -3.08% -3.08% 5.50% 0.00% 9.80% 
Greece -1.36% -1.55% -1.55% 7.70% 0.00% 7.20% 

Switzerland 1.46% -5.55% -5.55% 3.70% -0.75% 2.20% 

United Kingdom 0.77% 1.78% 1.78% 6.60% 0.75% 6.20% 

Brazil 6.06% 14.48% 14.48% 1.60% 11.75% 10.54% 

Russia 9.43% -28.62% -28.62% 4.30% 20.00% 9.17% 

India 4.13% 0.54% 0.54% 5.40% 4.00% 6.07% 

China -7.80% -14.49% -14.49% 4.00% 3.70% 0.90% 

Japan 4.88% -3.37% -3.37% 0.70% -0.10% 0.90% 
MSCI World Equity Index 1.94% -5.73% -5.73%       

 

Bond Indices Monthly Q1 22 YTD 

Barclays Capital U.S. Aggregate Bond 
Index -2.91% -6.15% -6.15% 

Barclays Global Aggregate ex-USD Float-
Adjusted Index (Hedged) -2.29% -4.93% -4.93% 

J.P. Morgan Government Bond Index 
Emerging Markets Global Core Index 

(Local Currency) 
-0.70% -5.63% -5.63% 

Barclays Global Aggregate ex USD 10% 
Issuer Capped (Hedged) Index 

-1.77% -4.40% -4.40% 

The Bloomberg Barclays Global 
Aggregate Bond Index -1.28% -4.58% -4.58% 

 

https://etfdb.com/index/barclays-global-aggregate-ex-usd-10-issuer-capped-hedged-index/
https://etfdb.com/index/barclays-global-aggregate-ex-usd-10-issuer-capped-hedged-index/
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Currencies Monthly Q1 22 YTD Price 

EUR/USD -1.37% -2.67% -2.67% 1.11 

GBP/USD -2.13% -2.93% -2.93% 1.31 

EUR/GBP 0.77% 0.26% 0.26% 0.84 

USD/CHF 0.65% 1.14% 1.14% 0.92 

EUR/CHF -0.72% -1.55% -1.55% 1.02 

USD/JPY 5.80% 5.72% 5.72% 121.66 

GBP/CHF -1.49% -1.82% -1.82% 1.21 
 

Commodities Monthly Q1 22 YTD Price 

Gold 1.54% 5.95% 5.95% 1937.22 

Oil (WTI Crude, NYMEX) 5.08% 35.12% 35.12% 102.19 
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Disclaimer 
 
The information provided in this Newsletter is being provided solely for educational and informational 
purposes and should not be construed as investment advice, advice concerning particular investments or 
investment decisions, or tax or legal advice. Similarly, any views or opinions expressed in this newsletter 
are not intended and should not be construed as being investment, tax or legal advice or 
recommendations.  
 
Investment advice should always be based on the particular circumstances of the person to whom it is 
directed, which circumstances have not been taken into consideration by the persons expressing the views 
or opinions appearing in this newsletter. MWC Group has not verified and consequently neither warrants 
the accuracy nor the veracity of any information, views, or opinions appearing in this newsletter. You 
should always take professional investment advice in connection with, or independently research and 
verify, any information that you find or views or opinions which you read in our newsletter and wish to rely 
upon, whether for the purpose of making an investment decision or otherwise. MWC Group does not 
accept liability for losses suffered by persons as a result of information, views, or opinions appearing in this 
newsletter. 
 
Manentia Wealth Consulting Group Limited (Reg. No. C 80087) is authorised and regulated by the Malta 
Financial Services Authority under the Investment Services Act (Cap. 370) to provide investment services 
and enrolled under the Insurance Distribution Act (Chapter 487) to act as an insurance brokers. Manentia 
Wealth Consulting Group Limited is owned by Manentia Wealth Consulting Group AG, registered in 
Switzerland (company registration number CH-170.4.010.039-7). Manentia Wealth Consulting Group AG is 
FINMA authorized  (number 29575) and member of Polyreg (www.polyreg.ch). 
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